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Abstract— When using link-state protocols such as OSPF or
IS-IS, forwarding loops can occur transiently when the routers
adapt their forwarding tables as a response to a topological
change. In this paper1, we present a mechanism that lets the
network converge to its optimal forwarding state without risking
any transient loops and the related packet loss. The mechanism
is based on an ordering of the updates of the forwarding tables
of the routers. Our solution can be used in the case of a
planned change in the state of a set of links and in the case
of unpredictable changes when combined with a local protection
scheme. The supported topology changes are link transitions from
up to down, down to up, and updates of link metrics. Finally,
we show by simulations that sub-second loop free convergence is
possible on a large Tier-1 ISP network.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The link-state intradomain routing protocols that are used
in IP networks [2], [3] were designed when IP networks
were research networks carrying best-effort packets. The same
protocols are now used in large commercial ISPs with strin-
gent Service Level Agreements (SLA). Furthermore, for most
Internet Service Providers, fast convergence in case of failures
is a key problem that must be solved [4], [5]. Today, customers
are requiring 99.99% reliability or better and providers try to
avoid all packet losses.

Vendors are actively working on improving their implemen-
tations to achieve faster convergence [6], [5]. Solving thefast
convergence problem is complex as it involves detecting the
failure on the attached router, producing a new Link State
Packet (LSP) describing the failure, flooding this new LSP
and finally updating the Forwarding Information Base (FIB)
in all the routers using the failed resources in the network.
Sub-second convergence has been made possible, but the sub-
50 msec target can only be achieved by the means of a local
restoration scheme. Achieving very fast convergence in an IP
network will thus require temporary tunnels to quickly reroute
traffic around failures, as in MPLS networks [7]. Several solu-
tions to establish such local protections have been proposed in
the literature [8], [9], [10], [11], [12]. Unfortunately, in an IP
network, using a protection tunnel to locally reroute the traffic
around the failed link is not sufficient as transient loops may
occur during the update of the FIBs of the other routers in the
network.

To understand this problem, let us consider the Inter-

1A preliminary version of this paper was presented at INFOCOM2005 [1].
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Fig. 1: Internet2 topology with IGP costs

net2/Abilene backbone2. Figure 1 shows the IGP topology of
this network. Assume that the link between IP and KC fails
but was protected by an MPLS tunnel between IP and KC via
AT and HS. When AT receives a packet with destination DN,
it forwards it to IP, which forwards it back to AT, but inside
the protection tunnel, so that KC will decapsulate the packet,
and forward it to its destination, DN.

This suboptimal routing should not last long, and thus aftera
while the routers must converge, i.e., adapt to the new shortest
paths inside the network, and remove the tunnel. As the link
is protected, the reachability of the destinations is stillensured
and thus the adaptation to the topological change should be
done by avoiding transient loops rather than by urging the
updates on each router. The new LSP generated by IP indicates
that IP is now only connected to CH and AT. Before the failure,
the shortest path from WA to KC, DN, ST and SV was via
NY, CH and IP. After the failure, NY will send its packets
to KC, DN, ST and SV via WA, AT and HS. During the
IGP convergence following the failure of link KC-IP, transient
loops may occur between NY and WA depending on the order
of the forwarding table updates performed by the routers. If
NY updates its FIB before WA, the packets sent by NY to
KC via WA will loop on the WA-NY link. To avoid causing
a transient loop between WA and NY, WA should update its

2This network is much smaller than large ISP backbones, but itis one of
the few networks whose detailed topology is publicly available. We verified
that similar transient loops could occur in larger ISP backbones, but the size
of those backbones prevented us from using them as an examplein this paper.
Note that the IGP metrics have been rounded off to facilitatethe understanding
of the topology. The round off does not influence the routing tables of the
network.
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FIB before NY for this particular failure. A detailed analysis
of the Internet2 topology shows that transient routing loops
may occur during the failure of most links, except ST-DN
and ST-SV. The duration of each loop will depend on how
and when the FIB of each router is updated. Measurements
on commercial routers have shown that updating the FIB may
require several hundred of milliseconds [5]. Transient routing
loops of hundred milliseconds or more are thus possible and
have been measured in real networks [13].

As shown with the simple example above, the transient
routing loops depend on the ordering of the updates of the
FIBs. In the remainder of this paper, we first discuss in section
II other types of changes to the topology of an IP network that
must be handled without causing transient routing loops. In
section III, we prove that the updates of the FIB can be ordered
to avoid transient loops after a topology change affecting aset
of links. This proof is constructive as we give an algorithm
that routers can apply to compute the ranks that let them
respect the proposed ordering. Next, in section V, we propose
to use ”completion messages” to bypass the ranks computed
by the routers, so that the loopfree convergence process can
complete faster. In section VI, we evaluate by simulations the
time required by our modified link-state protocol to converge.
In Section VII, we present an optimization that lets routers
find out when they can reroute without respecting their rank
while ensuring that no loop will occur. Finally, in section VIII,
we review the other mechanisms that have been proposed to
enhance the convergence of the IGP.

II. TOPOLOGY CHANGES INIP NETWORKS

Several types of changes can occur inside the topology
of an IP network. The most common type of change is the
failure of a link [14]. A network typically contains point-to-
point links and LANs. Point-to-point links are typically used
between Points of Presence (POPs) while LANs are mainly
used inside POPs. We focus on point-to-point links in this
paper as there are special techniques to protect LANs [15]
used in ISP networks.

When a point-to-point link fails, two cases are possible.
If the link is not locally protected, the IGP should converge
as quickly as possible. If the link is protected with a special
tunnel or another technique [16], [9], the IGP should converge
without causing transient loops as the traffic passes through the
tunnel during the IGP convergence. We will call such events
link downevents in this paper.

It should be noted thatlink down events are often caused
by manual operations and thus can be considered as planned
events. Surveys conducted by a large ISP [4] revealed that,
over a five month period, 45 % of the failure events occurred
during maintenance hours. Another ISP [17] indicates that
over one month, 75 % of the IS-IS events were caused by
maintenance operations. Another study [14] mentions that
20 % of all link down eventswere planned. Those planned
events should not cause transient forwarding loops [17]. In
the case of a maintenance of a link, some operators set the
metric of the link to MAX METRIC in order to let packets be
forwarded on the link during the convergence [18]. However,
doing this is not sufficient as transient loops can still occur .

It is also important to consider the increasing integration
between the IP network and the underlying optical network
[19]. As the integration with the optical layer increases,
the topology of IP networks will change more frequently
than today. For example, [20] proposed to allow routers to
dynamically establish optical links to handle traffic spikes.
Similar approaches have been proposed with MPLS tunnels.
Once a new optical link or MPLS tunnels becomes active, an
IGP adjacency will be established between the attached router
and the link will be advertised in the IGP [21]. Unfortunately,
the addition and removal of each of those tunnels can cause
transient loops in the network.

Another source of changes in IP networks are the IGP
metrics. Today, network operators often change IGP metrics
manually to reroute some traffic in case of sudden traffic
increase [18]. Furthermore, several algorithms have also been
proposed to automate this tuning of the IGP metrics for traffic
engineering purposes [22]. Today, those algorithms are mainly
implemented in network planning and management tools [23],
[24]. However, ISPs are still reluctant to use such tools to
frequently change their IGP metrics as each change may create
transient forwarding loops in their network.

A second type of important events are those that affect
routers. Routers can fail abruptly, but often routers need to
be rebooted for software upgrades. For example, figure 6 of
[14] shows that during September and October 2002, many
links of the Sprint network “failed” once per week during
maintenance hours. Those failures are probably due to planned
software upgrades of all routers in the network.

When an IS-IS3 router needs to stop forwarding IP packets,
IS-IS can flood a new LSP indicating the router as overloaded
[3]. Some ISPs have even defined operational procedures [17]
to bring routers down by changing link metrics and setting
the overload bit, but those procedures are not sufficient
to ensure that transient loops will not occur during the IGP
convergence. The graceful restart extensions [25], [26], [27]
could be used when a router is rebooting. However, those
extensions cannot be used for the maintenance operations
affecting the forwarding plane of the router. As shown by the
above discussion, there are many different types of changesin
IP networks that should be handled without risking to create
transient routing loops in the network.

III. A N ORDERING FOR THEFIB UPDATES

To avoid transient loops during the convergence of link-state
protocols, we propose to force the routers to update their FIB
by respecting an ordering that will ensure the consistency of
the FIB of the routers during the whole convergence phase of
the network.

In the context of a predictable maintenance operation, the
ressources undergoing the maintenance will be kept up until
the routers have updated their FIB and no longer use the links
to forward packets. In the case of a sudden failure of a link
that is protected with a Fast Reroute technique, the proposed
ordering ensures that a packet entering the network will either

3We limit our discussions to IS-IS in this paper, but a similarreasoning is
valid for OSPF as well
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follow a consistent path to its destination by avoiding the failed
component or reach the router adjacent to the failure and will
be deviated by the Fast Reroute technique to a node that is
not affected by the failure, so that it will finally reach its
destination.

In this section, we briefly review the orderings in the case
of single link events (link down or metric increase, link up or
metric decrease), that we proposed in [1]. Then, we extend the
solution to events affecting Shared Risk Link Groups. Finally,
we discuss router and line card events, which are particular
SRLG cases.

As those orderings are applied in the case ofpredictable
changesand in the case of sudden changes where a local
protection is provided, avoiding transient loops will permit to
avoid all the packet losses during the IGP convergence inside
the network.

Note that the proposed orderings are valid when asymmet-
rical link metrics are used in the topology, i.e., when there
exists linksX ↔ Y such that the metric ofX → Y is not
equal to the metric ofY → X .

Also, the solution takes into account the case where multiple
equal cost paths from one router to another are used before
and/or after the event. In the following sections, we use the
terms of Shortest Path Trees, and reverse Shortest Path Trees
to respectivley denote the set of shortest paths from a router
to the other routers of the network and the set of shortest
paths from all the routers to a given router. When Equal Cost
MultiPath (ECMP) is used, the union of these paths form an
acyclic graph, not a tree. We will explain how routers deal with
this when it could lead to ambiguous results in the provided
proofs and algorithms.

A. Single Link Events

1) Link down or metric increase:In the case of a link down
or metric increase event for a linkX → Y , a routerR must
update its FIB after all the routers that used R to reachY
before the event.

To respect this ordering,R computesrSPTold(X → Y ),
the part of the reverse Shortest Path Tree (rSPT) ofY in the
old topology that is affected by the change. The rSPT of a node
is the set of shortest paths to this node. The part of interestin
this rSPT is the set of shortest pathsto Y that are affected by
the failure ofX → Y . Within this part, the branch of the tree
that is underR in rSPTold(X → Y ) contains all the paths to
R that were used to reach at least one destination viaR and
link X → Y before the event.

The rank ofR is equal to the depth of this part of the tree,
depth(R, rSPTold(X → Y )). In the case of ECMP, the rank
of R is the maximum number of hops among the equal cost
shortest paths toR inside the graph. This value can be easily
obtained by computingrSPTold(Y ), the set of shortest paths
to Y .

The time at whichR will be allowed to update its FIB is
equal to the obtained rank multiplied by a configurable worst-
case FIB update time (MAX FIB TIME), that depends on
the number of prefixes that are advertised in the network.
Theorem 1 states that the proposed rank will let a routerR

update its FIB before the routers thatR used to reach the
failing link.

Theorem 1 By using the proposed rank computation for a
single link down or metric increase event affecting linkX →
Y , a routerR that has not yet updated its FIB for a destination
d, that it reached viaX → Y , will forward packets tod along
routers that have not updated their FIB yet.

Proof:

1) Let us assume that a routerR was using a neighborN
to reachY via X

2) R is belowN in rSPTold(X → Y )
3) From 2, we have

Rank(N) = depth(N, rSPTold(X → Y ))

≥

depth(R, rSPTold(X → Y )) + 1

4) The same property can be verified hop by hop along the
paths fromR to X

Theorem 1 implies that the routers along those paths will
not have updated their FIB whenR has not updated its FIB
yet. The packets forwarded byR will thus arrive inY and be
forwarded on non affected paths fromY to d. It is sure that
the paths fromY to d are not affected by the event. Indeed,
if one router was usingX → Y to reachd, thenY could not
useX ↔ Y to reachd. The contrary would imply an intra
domain forwarding loop while the network was stable.

As an example, let us consider the shutdown of linkIP ↔
KC in figure 1. According to the ordering, the rank ofIP
is 3, as longest branch underIP in rSPTold(IP → KC)
is IP − CH − NY − WA. AT has a rank of0, because it
is a leaf inrSPTold(IP → KC). So, IP will reroute after
AT and no loop will occur alongIP ↔ AT . Similarly, the
rank of NY is one because the deepest branch underNY in
rSPTold(IP → KC) is NY −WA. WA has a rank of0, as
it is a leaf in rSPTold(IP → KC). So,WA will update its
FIB beforeNY and no loop will occur alongWA ↔ NY .

2) Link up or metric decrease:When a link X → Y is
brought up in the network, or its metric is decreased, the
required ordering is such that a routerR updates its FIBbefore
the routers that will use R to reachY via X . To apply
this ordering,R computesPathLength(R, X), the number of
hops of its path fromR to X . Note that in the case of ECMP,
the considered number of hops is the largest one among the
multiple equal cost paths. This value, that we call the rank of
R, is easily obtained byR when it computes its new SPT to
update its FIB. The time at whichR will be allowed to update
its FIB is equal to its rank multiplied by the worst-case FIB
update time.

We state in Theorem 2 that each routerN being on the new
paths fromR to X will update its FIB beforeR.

Theorem 2 By using the proposed rank computation for a
single link up or metric decrease event affecting linkX → Y ,
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a routerR, that has already updated its FIB for a destination
d that it will reach viaX → Y , will forward packets towards
d along routers that have already updated their FIB.

Proof: For each routerN on the path fromR to X :
1)

Rank(R) = PathLength(R, X)

≥

PathLength(R, N) + PathLength(N, X)

2)
Rank(N) = PathLength(N, X)

3) PathLength(R, N) > 0
4) From 2 and 3, we have

PathLength(R, X) = Rank(R)

>

PathLength(N, X) = Rank(N)

5) From 4,N updates its FIB for destinationd beforeR

Theorem 2 implies that packets rerouted byR towardsX →
Y will be forwarded by routers with updated FIBs, so that the
packets deviated byR will reach X → Y and finally reach
their destination.

As an example, let us consider the re-activation of link
KC ↔ IP in the topology depicted in figure 1. There could
be a forwarding loop in that case ifWA updates its FIB
with regard to this event beforeNY , asWA would forward
packets destined toKC along WA → NY , althoughNY
was forwarding such packets alongNY → WA before the
link up event. Also, a forwarding loop could take place along
AT ↔ IP if AT updates its FIB beforeIP . However, this
second forwarding loop should not happen in practice because
IP will be the first to be aware of the link up event. According
to the proposed ranking,IP updates its FIB directly because
PathLength(IP, IP ) = 0. AT , will update its FIB after
one worst-case FIB update time, asPathLength(AT, IP ) =
1. Similarly, WA will update its FIB afterNY because
PathLength(NY, IP ) = 2 andPathLength(WA, IP ) = 3,
so that the potential loop betweenNY and WA could not
occur if the ranking is applied.

B. Shared Risk Link Group events

In this section, we extend the idea underlying the scheme
for single link cases to predictable events affecting a set of
links in the network.

One could argue that when an operator wants to shut a set
of links down, he could consecutively shut down each link of
the set and let IS-IS apply the solution for single link events.

This technique has some disadvantages. Firstly, this tech-
nique can produce a large number of end-to-end paths shifts,
as routers may, as a response to the shutdown of a link,
reroute packets on alternate paths via other links to be shut
down. The techniques proposed in this section let routers use

their post-convergence outgoing interfaces towards a given
destination upon the first and unique update of their FIB for
this destination. Secondly, predictable events affectingmultiple
links can be caused for example by the installation or the
shutdown of an optical switch supporting a set of links in
the network. As the optical layer and the IP network tends to
be more and more integrated, an optical switch undergoing
a shutdown could notify the IS-IS routers to which it is
connected of its upcoming failure. In this case, the event is
not under the control of the operator of the IP network so
that it would not be possible for the operator to schedule a
sequence of single link shut down operations.

These two issues motivated the generalization of our tech-
niques to the events affecting a set of links.

Currently, IS-IS does not allow to perform a shutdown or
installation of a set of links, using a single command issuedin
one router, or by flooding one single routing message. Indeed,
to describe the failure of an SRLG, it is required that at least
one router adjacent to each of the links of the SRLG floods a
link-state packet describing the failure of this link. The only
cases where this is possible is for the particular SRLG cases
being the set of links connected to one router. But this does
not cover the case of a shutdown or installation of an optical
switch connected to a set of routers. We thus need to introduce
the possibility to send IS-IS or OSPF messages stating that a
given SRLG is going to be shut down or brought up in the
network as a result of the event occuring at the optical level.
This could be achieved by assigning SRLG IDs to the links
of the network and let each router describe the ”shared state”
of the SRLG to which its links belong. In order to consider
a given SRLG as being up, all the advertised shared states
associated with this SRLG must be set to up by the routers that
are adjacent to one member of this SRLG. To manually shut
down a set of links, an operator could then issue a command
in one router adjacent to the members of the SRLG, so that
the router will flood its Link-State Packet by setting the state
of this SRLG to down.

Note that we do not cover, in this paper, the case where
a set of unrelated sudden link failures occur concurrently in
the network. When routers face this situation they should, as
described in [28], fall back to the regular, fast convergence
process.

In the remainder of this section we describe how routers can
adapt to the manual shut down of a set of links by avoiding
transient loops. Next, we present the solution when a set of
links comes back up in the network. Finally, we consider the
operational case of an SRLG whose links are connected to one
common node. These specific cases cover router shut down
and installation, as well as line card shutdown and installation.

1) SRLG Shutdown or SRLG metric increase:In this sec-
tion, we propose an ordering of the FIB updates that preserves
the transient forwarding consistency among the routers of the
network, in the case of a metric increase (or shutdown) of a set
of links. We firstly give a property of the transient forwarding
states that allows a loop-free convergence, and then we present
an ordering that permits to respect this property. As we present
the solution in the context of a predictable topology change, we
can assume that the links affected by the shut down operation
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remain up until the routers adjacent to these no longer forward
packets along those links, i.e., the routers will keep the link
up until they have updated their FIB.

The idea underlying the scheme is the same as for the
single link case. We want to ensure that, during the whole
convergence phase, if a packet with destinationd arrives at
a rerouting routerR that has not yet updated its FIB ford,
then all the routers along the paths fromR to d have not
yet updated their FIB ford either. This implies thatonce a
packet reaches a rerouting router with an outdated FIB for
its destination, it will follow an outdated but consistent path
towards it.

If this property is always verified, no transient loop can
occur, as each packet entering the network will first follow a
path that contains a sequence of routers with an updated FIB.
Then, either it reaches its destination or it reaches a router
with an outdated FIB. In the later case, we know from the
preceding paragraph that the packet will reach its destination.
Thus, we know that each packet entering the network follows a
loop-free path towards its destination if the proposed ordering
is respected.

To ensure the respect of this ordering using a rank, the
ranking must be such that if a routerR updates its FIB for
a destinationd with a rank r, then all the routers lying on
the initial paths fromR to d that must update their FIB for
destinationd, must do so with a rank that is strictly greater
thanr.

Considering the shut down of a set of links
{l1, l2, ..., lj}, this property is verified when each router
R reroutes for a destinationd with a rank equal to
min{depth(R, rSPTold(lk) | lk ∈ Paths(R, d)}.
Paths(R, d) is the set of paths that are used byR to
reachd before the event. In other words, a router computes
the rank associated with each individual link being shut down
that it is currently using. For each destination for which it
has to perform a FIB update, it applies a rank being the
minimum among the ranks associated with the links that it
uses to reach this particular destination.

rSPTold(lk) is the acyclic graph containing all the shortest
paths towards the tail-end of linklk on the topology before the
event.depth(R, rSPTold(lk)), is the maximum hop distance
among the paths toR in this acyclic graph. This depth can be
easily computed on the fly of a reverse SPT computation with
the tail-end oflk as a root.

Theorem 3 states that the proposed rank computation lets
router apply an ordering such that a routerR updates its FIB
after the routers that were using it to reach the considered
destination.

Theorem 3 By using the proposed rank computation for a set
of link down event, a routerR will update its FIB for a given
destinationd before the routers that were lying on the initial
paths fromR to d.

Proof: Let us consider that a routerR updates its FIB
for a destinationd with a rank (Rank(R, d)).

We have to prove that, for a routerN lying on the initial
paths fromR to d we haveRank(R, d) < Rank(N, d).

Let us denote the affected links on the paths betweenN
andd by {l1, l2, ..., ls}.

According to the definition of an SPT, we can see that all
the affected links on the paths betweenN andd are also on
the paths betweenR andd, asR hasN on its shortest paths
towardsd. Note thatR can also have other affected links on
its paths towardsd. These are the affected links used byR to
reachN , and the affected links that are on other equal cost
paths tod then the ones viaN . We denote the links that are
used byR and not byN to reachd by {ls+1, ls+2, ..., ls+t}.

1) From the definition of a rank we have

Rank(N, d) = min
1≤i≤s

(depth(N, rSPT (li))),

and

Rank(R, d) = min
1≤i≤s+t

(depth(R, rSPT (li))).

2) As, before the event,R usesN to reachd, andN uses
l1...s to reachd, we have thatR usesN to reachl1...s,
so thatR is belowN in rSPTold(li), with 1 ≤ i ≤ s,
and thus

∀i : 1 ≤ i ≤ s :
depth(R, rSPTold(li)) < depth(N, rSPTold(li))

So that we haveRank(R, d) < Rank(N, d).

Theorem 3 implies that the rank to reroute for des-
tination d in a router R, according to the failure (or
the metric increase) of a set of linksl1, l2, ..., ls is
min{depth(R, rSPT (lv)) | lv ∈ Paths(R, d)}.

Note that each destination is associated with a rank whose
value belongs to the set of ranks computed for each failing
link, so that in the worst-case, the FIB updates will be split
in as many parts as there are links being shut down.
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Fig. 2: Illustration of the SRLG down case

Let us illustrate with figure 2 the various properties that
lead to a loop free convergence when the proposed ranking is
respected. In this figure, the linksR ↔ Y , Y ↔ Z, S ↔ T ,
and T ↔ Z are being shut down. Initially,R is usingN to
reach destinationd, so that to apply the ordering,R should
have a rank strictly lower than the rank ofN w.r.t. destination
d.

All the affected links thatN uses to reachd, i.e., S → T
andT → Z, are used byR to reachd, becauseR usesN to
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reachd. R also has other affected links in its paths towards,
d; R → Y and Y → Z. N will consider its rank as being
the minimum between the depths of the two branches under
N in rSPT (S → T ) and rSPT (T → Z). R will consider
its rank between the depths of the four branches underR
in rSPT (S → T ), rSPT (T → Z), rSPT (R → Y ) and
rSPT (Y → Z). R is belowN in rSPT (S → T ), so that the
rank associated byR to this link is strictly lower than the one
associated byN to the same link. The same reasonning can
be applied for linkT → Z. So,R could not have a rank larger
or equal to the rank ofN w.r.t. destinationd, asR will uses
as its rank the minimum depth among those of the branches
under itself in these two rSPTs and also in the branches below
R in rSPT (R → Y ) andrSPT (Y → Z).

2) SRLG up event or metric decrease:When a set of links
is brought up in the network, or when the metrics of a set of
links are decreased, routers can also apply a rerouting scheme
that ensures the transient forwarding consistency during the
whole convergence phase that follows the event.

The proposed scheme allows a rerouting routerR to update
its FIB for a destinationd once all the routers along the paths
from R to d have updated their FIB ford.

If this property is always verified, no transient loop can
occur, as each forwarded packet for a given destinationd will
first follow a path composed of a set of routers whose FIBs
have not been updated yet ford. Then, either it reachesd, or
it reaches a routerR that has already updated its FIB ford. In
the later case, we know that all the routers on the path from
R to d have updated their FIB ford, so that the packet will
be consistently forwarded tod.

Now, we show how routers can apply an ordering that
respects this property.

In the case of a single linkX → Y being brought up, a
rerouting routerR updates its FIB by respecting a rank equal
to the length (in hops) of its new shortest path toX .

In the multiple link case, a router can have a new SPT such
that the shortest paths towards a destinationd can contain
several of the affected links. However,R will still compute the
ranks associated with each link being brought up individually.
Then, for each destinationd, it will apply a rank equal to
the maximum of the ranks among those associated with the
affected links that it will use to reachd.

Theorem 4 states that the proposed ranking computation
will let a routerR update its FIB for destinationd after the
routers that are on the new paths fromR to d.

Theorem 4 By using the proposed rank computation for a set
of link up event, a routerR will update its FIB for a given
destinationd after the routers that will lie on the paths from
R to d after the convergence.

Proof: Let us consider that a routerR updates its FIB for
a destinationd. We have to prove that for a neighborN of R
lying on the new paths fromR to d, we haveRank(R, d) >
Rank(N, d).

According to the definition of a SPT, we can see that all the
links of the considered SRLG that are on the new paths from
N to d are also on the new paths fromR to d, asR will use

N to reachd. We will denote those links by{l1, l2, . . . , ls}.
R can also have other links of this SRLG in its new paths
towardsd. It could be, for example,R → N , or links on
another equal cost path towardsd. We will denote them by
{ls+1, ls+2, . . . , ls+t}.

As R will use N to reachd, andN will use l1...s to reachd,
we have thatR will use N to reachl1...s, so that the rank that
R associates withli is at least equal toPathLength(R, N)+
PathLength(N, head end(li)), i.e., the maximum hop length
among the shortest paths fromR to N plus the rank thatN
associates withli, which is the maximum hop length among
the shortest paths fromN to the head end of the linkli, i.e,X
if li = X → Y . This gives the maximum hop length among
the shortest paths (considering the IGP metrics) fromR to the
head end ofli via N .

From the following properties,
1) Rank(N, d) = max

1≤i≤s
(PathLength(N, head end(li)))

2) Rank(R, d) = max
1≤i≤s+t

(PathLength(R, head end(li))),

3) ∀i : 1 ≤ i ≤ s :

PathLength(R, head end(li))

>

PathLength(N, head end(li))

So that we haveRank(R, d) > Rank(N, d)
The same property can be recursively discovered between

N and its nexthops towardsd, so that we prove that the rank
applied byR for d will be greater then the rank applied by
each router on new paths fromR to d.

Theorem 4 implies that loop-free properties described above
are respected by the proposed ordering.

As the rank that a router applies for a destinationd belongs
to the set of ranks that the router computed for each affected
link, the number of distinct ranks that can be applied by a
router is bounded by the number affected links.

C. Router and Linecard events

Among the events concerning sets of links, we can find
particular predictable events for sets of links connected to a
single router. This is the case for router shut down and setup
events, and for line card removal or installation. These kind
of events are easy to identify as a set in IS-IS if, upon the
shutdown of the router, the IS-IS overload bit is set and a link-
state packet is flooded by the concerned router. In the case of
a router or line card up, the event can be easily identified as
a set if the router sends a link-state packet describing all the
links being enabled.

In such specific SRLG cases, the first possible behavior of
the routers is to consider the event as any other set of link
events, and apply the mechanism proposed for the general
SRLG cases. However, a simpler behavior is applicable, which
will let each router compute one single rank and perform its
FIB update in one shot.

When a router or a line card ofX is shut down, the behavior
is similar to a link down event. The rank computed by a router
R is equal to the depth of the tree belowR in rSPTold(X).
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When a routerX or a line card ofX is brought up in the
network, the behavior is similar to a link up event. The rank
computed by a routerR is equal to the maximum length (in
hops) of the new paths fromR to X . The proofs are very
similar to the ones provided for the single link events. We
omit them for the sake of brievety.

IV. A NALYSIS OF THE RANK BASED ORDERING INISP
TOPOLOGIES

If the ordering of the FIB updates is ensured by the means
of a timer whose value is set according to a rank and a worst-
case FIB update time, the delaying of the FIB updates can be
long if the topology is such that large rank values could be
computed by the routers for some events.

To analyze this, we computed the ranks that routers would
apply in the case of single link failures. For each link shut-
down, we looked at the rank applied by the router being the
head-end of the link being shutdown. This router is the one
with the largest rank for the considered event. The rank that
is applied by this router is equal to the worst-case rank that
would be applied when the link is brought back up in the
topology, so that the figure for the link up cases is the same.
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Fig. 3: Ranks for the shutdown of the links in a Tier-1 ISP

In Figure 3, we present the ranks associated with the links
of a Tier-1 ISP, containing about 800 (directed) links and about
200 nodes. Note that among those links, the IGP metrics are
such that some links are not used and a few others are used
only in one direction. The ranks associated with those unused
links are equal to 0 in the figure. Note that some links have
a rank of 0 even if they are used. This is typically the case
of a link from an access router to a core router that is only
used by the access router itself. From this figure, we can see
that some paths are 14 hops long. Moreover, a large number
of prefixes are advertised in this network, so that the worst
case FIB update time could be set quite long in order to be
conservative. If the worst case FIB update time were set to 1
second, the maintenance of a link in this network could last up
to 14 seconds. This could be considered too long by operators,
as other events could occur within such a time window.

However, in the case of a maintenance of a link terminating
those 14 hops paths, very few routers using the link are rerout-
ing routers. This means that the FIB update time allocated
to them is a waste of time, as routers will not perform FIB
updates during those periods. The effect is the same in the
case of a link up event.

We performed the same analysis on Geant, a network
containing 72 (directed) links and 22 nodes [29]. We learned
from this analysis that 20 of the 72 directed links were only
used by the head-end of the link, so that the obtained rank
was 0. No delaying would be applied if those links were shut
down, and the link could be effectively shut down just after the
FIB update performed by the head-end of the link. The worst-
case rank is 4, and was obtained for 7 links. So, even with
a very conservative worst-case FIB update time of 1 second
and no completion messages, the maintenance of a link in
Geant would cause a transiently loop free convergence time
of 4 seconds.

This long convergence time motivated the introduction of
completion messages to shortcut the delaying allocated to the
routers as soon as possible [1].

V. COMPLETION MESSAGES TO SPEED UP THE

CONVERGENCE PHASE

One issue of the rank based ordering scheme is that it
assumes a worst-case FIB update time in each router taking
part in the process. However, in many cases, routers only
have to perform a FIB update for a subset of the reachable
destinations, if any. Moreover, the performances of the routers
in a network can differ, so that the assumed worst-case FIB
update time could be artificially long. In summary, the timer-
based ordering works, but it tends to unnecessarily delay the
FIB updates in the routers.

To solve that issue, we introduce completion messages [1].
These messages can be placed inside IS-IS Hello PDUs [30].
They are sent by routers to their neighbors to announce that
they have performed their FIB update by respecting the order-
ing. When computing its rank, a router implicitly computes
the set of neighbors from which a completion message should
be received before it can update its own FIB. Routers will
retain this set in a ”Waiting List”.

In this section, we explain how such lists can be built, and
when routers are allowed to send completion messages to their
neighbors, by still ensuring the proposed loop free ordering of
the FIBs.

We firstly present the scheme for single link events, and then
we generalize the solution to events affecting sets of links.

A. Single Link Events

1) Link down or metric increase:In the case of a link
X → Y down or metric increase event, a routerR computes
rSPTold(X → Y ) to obtain its rank. By doing this, it also
computes the set of its neighbors that were using it to reachY .
This set of neighbors will compose the waiting list ofR. When
this waiting list empty, i.e., whenRank(R) = 0, R can update
its FIB directly. When a router has updated its FIB, it sends a
completion message to the neighbors that it was using to reach
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X → Y . When a routerR receives a completion message from
one neighbor, it removes the sender from its waiting list. When
the waiting list ofR becomes empty, it is allowed to update
its FIB and send its own completion message.

When a router receives a completion message from a
neighbor, it knows that the sender has updated its FIB by
respecting the ordering. Indeed, the sender could only send
the completion message because the computed delay for its
FIB update obtained by the ranking has elapsed or because
its Waiting List has been emptied. In other words, when the
Waiting List of a routerR becomes empty, all the routers that
were usingR to reachX → Y have sent their completion
message, so that all of them have updated their FIB.

2) Link up or metric decrease:In the case of a linkX → Y
up or metric decrease event, a routerR recomputesSPT (R)
to determine the FIB updates that are required and its rank.
If X → Y is in its new SPT,R will have to reroute after its
nexthops forX . Those nexthops will compose its waiting list
for the event. When a router updates its FIB, it will send a
completion message to its neighbors. When a router receivesa
completion message from one neighbor, it removes the sender
from its waiting list. When the Waiting List becomes empty,
it is allowed to update its FIB and send its own completion
message.

The ordering is still respected as if the Waiting List of a
router R is empty, all the routers on the paths fromR to
X → Y have sent their completion message, so that all of
them have updated their FIB.

B. Shared Risk Link Group events

1) SRLG down or SRLG metric increase:Each router will
maintain one waiting list associated with each link being shut
down during the rSPT computations. A rerouting router R will
update its FIB for a destinationd (which means that its paths to
d contain one or more links of the SRLG) once it has received
the completion messages that unlock the FIB update inR for
one of the links being shut down. When updating its FIB,
R selects the outgoing interfaces for destinationd according
to the new topology, i.e., by considering the removal or the
metric increase of all the affected links.

The meaning of a completion message concerning a linkl
sent by a routerR is that R has updated its FIB for all the
destinations that it was reaching vial before the event.

Let us now show that if a packet with destinationd reaches
a rerouting routerR that has not performed its FIB update for
destinationd, then all the routers on its paths tod cannot have
performed a FIB update ford.

If R has not updated its FIB for destinationd, it cannot
have sent a completion message for any of the failing links
l that it uses to reachd. The failing links that a routerN
on Pathsold(R, d) uses to reachd are used byR to reachd,
so thatN cannot have received all the necessary completion
messages for any of those links. In other words,R did not
send a completion message for the links that it uses to reach
d. ThusR locks the FIB update for those links along its paths
towards them.

In Figure 4, we provide the pseudocode that implements
the ordering with completion messages. To process the metric

increase (or shutdown) of a set of linkS, a routerR will
compute the reverse SPT rooted on each linkl belonging to
S, that it uses in its current, outdated SPT. During this com-
putation, it will obtain the rank associated withl. It will then
record the nexthops that it uses to reachl in a list I(l). These
are the neighbors to which it will send a completion message
concerning linkl. If the rank associated with a link is equal to
zero, thenR updates its FIB directly for the destinations that
it reaches via this link, and it sends a completion message to
the corresponding nexthops. In the other cases,R builds the
waiting list associated withl, containing the neighbors that are
usingR to reachl, and it starts the timer considering the rank
associated with this link.

Once a waiting list for a linkl becomes empty or its
associated timer elapses,R can update its FIB for all the
destinations that it reached via this link and send its own
completion messageCM(l) towards the neighbors that it used
to reach the link.

2) SRLG up or SRLG metric decrease:In the case of a
set of link up or link metric decrease events, each router
will maintain a Waiting List associated with each link being
brought up in the network. For each affected link, its associated
Waiting List is the same as for the single link case.

A router R is allowed to reroute packets for a destination
d to a new nexthopN when it has received the completion
messages fromN associated with all the affected links of at
least one of the equal cost paths betweenN andd in the new
SPT ofR.

A router R will send completion messages for a link
X → Y to its neighbors once it has updated its FIB for
the destinations that it reaches viaX → Y and the affected
links for which it already sent a completion message. Note
that if there are some destinations thatR now reaches via
X → Y and some other upcoming links, the fact thatR sent
a completion message for the linkX → Y does not mean
that R has updated its FIB for this destination. It means that
R has updated its FIB for the destinations that are only reached
via the new upcoming linkX → Y . When a router has sent
completion messages for a set of upcoming linksS, it means
that it has updated its FIB for all the destinations that it reaches
via any subset ofS.

When there are equal cost paths betweenN andd, R has
the choice to deviate packets destined tod towardsN when
N has sent the completion messages associated with all the
upcoming links on all those paths, or whenN has sent the
completion messages associated with all the upcoming links
belonging to at least one of those equal cost paths.

In Figure 5, we present the pseudocode that implements
the ordering with completion messages. We only present the
one which allows a FIB update for a destinationd in a router
R, towards a new neighborN , as soon asN uses one of its
post-convergence equal cost paths towardsd.

To process the metric decrease (or the installation) of a
set of links S, a routerR will compute SPTnew to obtain
the FIB updates that must be performed. Then, the router
initializes a set (Rerouted) containing the destinations for
which an update has already been sent to the line cards, and
a set (CMSent), containing the set of upcoming links for
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Metric increase event for a set of LinkS processed by router R:
//Computation of the rSPTs of the affected links used by R
foreach Link X → Y ∈ S do

if X → Y ∈ SPTold(R) then
//Computation of the rSPT
LinkRSPT = rSPT(X → Y );
//Computation of the rank
LinkRank = depth(R,LinkRSPT );
//Computation of the set of neighbors to which a
//completion message concerning this link will be sent
I(X → Y )=Nexthops(R,X → Y );
if LinkRank ==0 then

//R is a leaf in rSPT(X → Y ),
//it can update its FIB directly
foreach d : X → Y ∈ Pathold(R, d) do

UpdateFIB(d);
end
//R can send its completion message for this link.
foreach N ∈ I(X → Y ) do

send(N, CM(X → Y ));
end

end
else

//R is not a leaf in rSPT(X → Y ),
//Computation of the waiting list.
WaitingList(X → Y )= Childs(R,LinkRSPT);
//Start the timer associated with this link.
StartTimer(X → Y , LinkRank * MAXFIBTIME);

end
end

end

Upon reception ofCM(X → Y ) from NeighborN :
WaitingList(X → Y ).remove(N );

Upon (WaitingList(X → Y ).becomesEmpty()||
Timer(X → Y ).hasExpired()) :

//All the necessary completion messages have been receivedfor
//the link or the timer associated with this link has expired
//Update the FIB for each destination that was reached
//via this link.
foreach d : X → Y ∈ Path(R,d) do

UpdateFIB(d);
end
//Send the completion messages to the neighbors that were
//used to reach this link.
foreach N ∈ I(X → Y ) do

send(N, CM(X → Y );
end

Fig. 4: Processing of a set of link metric increase events

which it has already sent a completion message. The first set
is useful if more than one new outgoing interfaces will be
used for some destinations. The second set will permit to avoid
sending duplicates of completion messages.

R must then build the waiting lists associated with each
of the affected links that it will use. WhenR receives a
completion message for a linkX → Y , it applies the proce-
durefollowNewSPT . This procedure will perform the FIB
updates that are unlocked by the reception of the completion
message. The reception ofCM(X → Y ) from N means
that N is using at least one post-convergence path for the
destinations that are belowX → Y in SPT (N). It also
means thatN does not use any outdated path towards those
destinations.R can thus follow its ownSPT and deviate to
N the packets towards the destinations that it will reach via

N andX → Y . The SPT will be followed fromX → Y until
R reaches another upcoming link within this part of its SPT.
At that time, if a completion message concerning this link had
already been received fromN , thenR is allowed to follow its
SPT further on and perform the unlocked FIB updates.

The first time a new nexthop for a destinationd is installed
in the FIB of a router, all the nexthops that will no longer
be used to reachd are removed from its FIB. If an additional
(equal cost) nexthop is discovered later ford, it will simply
be added becaused will belong to Rerouted at that time.

The first time an upcoming link is followed by the
followNewSPT procedure, and the corresponding updates
are performed, the router will send a completion message for
this link. If the link is followed again, because the router
has multiple paths towards this link, no additional completion
message will be sent because the link will belong toCMSent
at that time.

C. Router and Line card events

1) Router and Line card down events:Let us consider that
a line card of a routerX is to be removed, or thatX is to be
shut down.

The waiting list of a routerR for such an event contains the
neighbors ofR that are belowR in rSPTold(X). These are
the neighbors ofR that were usingR to reachX . If R is a leaf
in rSPTold(X), it is allowed to update its FIB directly, and
send a completion message to its nexthops forX . If R is not a
leaf, then it waits for completion messages from its neighbors.
When a routerR receives a completion message specifying
the router or line card down event inX , it removes the sender
from its Waiting List. When this Waiting List becomes empty,
R is allowed to perform its FIB update and then send its own
completion messages to its nexthops toX .

WhenX has received the completion messages from all its
neighbors, it is allowed to actually shut itself down or shutthe
line card down. During the whole convergence phase, when a
packet reaches a routerR that has not updated its FIB for this
destination, its nexthops for this destination did not receive a
completion message fromR, so that they also have outdated
FIB. This property can be verified hop by hop along the path
from R to X , so that the packet will reachX and be forwarded
to a neighbor ofX whose paths towards the destination is not
affected by the event.

2) Router and Line card up events:When a routerX or a
line card ofX is brought up in the network, the Waiting List
of a routerR contains the neighbors ofR that R will use to
reachX . X will be the first router to update its FIB, and will
send a completion message to all its neighbors. When a router
R receives a completion messages specifying the router or line
card up event inX , it removes the sender from its Waiting
List. When this Waiting List becomes empty,R is allowed to
perform its FIB update and send its own completion messages
to all its neighbors.

During the whole convergence phase, when a packet reaches
a routerR that has updated its FIB, it is sure that the nexthop
for its destination has sent a completion message toR, so
that this nexthop has also updated its FIB. This property can
be verified hop by hop along the path fromR to X , so that
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Metric decrease event for a set of LinkS processed by router R:
SPTnew = recomputeSPT();
//Compute the set of updates that will be performed on the FIB
nexthopsUpdates = getNexthopUpdates(SPTnew );
//Initialize the set of Link inS for which a completion message
//has been sent.
CMSent ={};
foreach Link X → Y ∈ S : X → Y ∈ SPTnew do

//Get the nexthops used to reach the upcoming links.
//The new nexthops are used if these have changed
WaitingList(X → Y ) = getNexthops(X);

end

Upon reception of CM(X → Y ) from neighborN :
WaitingList(X → Y ).remove(N );
//Perform the updates that are unlocked by this
//completion message;
if X → Y ∈ SPTnew and X reached viaN then

followNewSPT(Y,N);
if not CMSent.contains(X → Y ) then

SendToNeighbors(CM(X → Y ));
CMSent.add(X → Y );

end
end

followNewSPT(Y,N):
//Explore the graph and perform the necessary FIB updates
if nexthopUpdates.contains(destination Y, nexthop N)then

//Add nexthop N for destination Y.
//First call to SendFIBUpdateToLC(Y, .) will remove
//the nexthops that are not used anymore
//to reach Y from the FIB in the LineCards
SendFIBUpdateToLC(Y,N);

end
//FIB updated for destination Y if needed,
//Update the FIB for the destinations behind Y in the new SPT.
foreach Link Y → T ∈ SPTnew do

if Y → T ∈ S then
if not WaitingList(Y → T ).contains(N)then

//N already sent a CM for this upcoming link
followNewSPT(T,N);
if not CMSent.contains(Y → T ) then

SendToNeighbors(CM(Y → T ));
CMSent.add(X → Y );

end
end
else

//Do nothing, this part of the SPT will be followed
//whenN sends the necessary completion message.

end
end
else

// This link is not an upcoming link, N sent the
//necessary completion messages to continue the update
//of the destinations behind this link.
followNewSPT(T,N);

end
end

Fig. 5: Processing of a set of link metric decrease events

the packet will reachX and will then be forwarded on a path
containing routers whose paths towards the destination arenot
affected by the event.

VI. CONVERGENCE TIME IN ISP NETWORKS

In this section, we analyze by simulations the convergence
time of the proposed technique, in the case of a link down
event. The results obtained for link up events are very similar.
Indeed, the updates that are performed in the FIB of each
router for the shutdown of a link impact the same prefixes for
the linkup of the link. The only difference in the case of a
link up is that the routers do not need to compute a reverse
Shortest Path Tree.

As no packets are lost during the convergence process, we
cannot define the convergence time as the time required to
bring the network back to a consistent forwarding state, as it
would always be equal to zero. What is interesting to evaluate
here is the time required by the mechanism to update the
FIB of all the routers by respecting the ordering. A short
convergence time is desired because other events occurringin
the network during the ordered convergence process will force
the routers to fall back to a fast, non loopfree, convergence,
and we want to make this as rare as possible.

To perform this analysis, we took the measurements of [5]
that presented the time to perform a SPT computation and a
FIB update on current high-end routers. The ordering of the
FIB update requires to compute the new Shortest Path Tree,
and the computation of a reverse Shortest Path Tree in the
case of a link down event. The Waiting List can be computed
on the fly of the SPT computation, so that we only introduced
a fixed amount of time to consider the computation of those
lists.

We also added a fixed Hold Down before the process
starts, in order to ensure that all the routers have received
the link state packet describing the topology change before
the scheme begins. We set the hold time before completion
messages are being sent to 200 msec. This is a very large value
compared to the time required to perform a SPT computation
and a rSPT computation on the topologies under study. So,
in our simulations, routers were ready to perform their FIB
updates and send their completion messages when this hold
time elapses.

Note that a router will start this Hold Down Timer as soon
as it receives the Link State Packet describing the topology
change. Thus, the time at which the Hold Down Timer expires
on each router depends on the flooding time of link-state
packets in the network. We also took the measurements of [5]
to obtain the delay that is required to flood a link state packet
from the router where the shutdown is performed towards the
other routers in the network.

We assume that the time required to parse and process a
Completion Message is similar to the time required to parse a
Link-State Packet and insert it in the link-state database,i.e., a
value between 2 msec and 4 msec [5]. When a router sends a
completion message to a neighbor, it is thus removed from the
neighbor’s waiting list after the delay of the link on which the
message is sent plus the time required to process a link-state
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packet. The time required to perform the FIB update in each
rerouting router is obtained by computing their new FIB and
multiplying the number of prefixes to update by the time to
perform a prefix update that we obtained in the measurements
(i.e., 100µsec per prefix). The number of prefixes associated
with each router is obtained from an IS-IS trace. A summary
of the parameters of the simulation is presented in Table I.

TABLE I

SIMULATION PARAMETERS

lsp processdelay [2,4]ms
updatehold down 200ms
(r)spf computationtime [20,30]ms in Tier-1 ISP

[2,4]ms in GEANT
fib prefix updatedelay 100 µs/prefix
completionmessageprocessdelay [2,4]ms
completionmessagesendingdelay [2,4]ms

Our simulations work as follows. Upon an event, the link-
state packet is flooded through the network. Upon reception
of the link-state packet, each router starts its Hold Down
Timer and computes its SPT, rSPT, and its Waiting List.
When their Hold Down Timer expires, the routers that have
an empty Waiting List perform their FIB update, and send
their completion messages. When a router has finished the
computation of its SPT and rSPT, it considers the completion
messages that it has received. When a router has a non
empty Waiting List, it waits for it to become empty, and
then it performs its FIB update and sends its own completion
message. For each link down event under study (link-id on the
x-axis), we plot the time at which all the routers have updated
their FIB, so that all the operations implied by the scheme
have been performed. We sorted the link-ids according to the
obtained convergence times.
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Fig. 6: Convergence times in Geant

Figure 6 shows the convergence times considering the
removal of each directed link of Geant, an European research
network containing 22 nodes and 72 (directed) links. We can
see that, even if FIB updates are delayed, the convergence time
remains short and the main component of the convergence is

the fixed 200 msec hold time. The worst-case convergence
time with the solution is 50 msec longer than the convergence
time presented on the same topology in [5], when the same
hold time is used.
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Fig. 7: Convergence times in a Tier-1 ISP

Figure 7 shows the convergence times considering the
removal of each directed link of a Tier-1 ISP. The values of
0 correspond to the shutdown of 23 directed links that did
not carry packets due to their large IGP metric. This number
is odd, which can be explained by the fact that some links
have asymmetrical metrics, so that one direction of the link
is used while the other not. The worst loop-free convergence
time was 861 msec. This can be explained by the fact that
the rSPT of this link contained a branch of 4 routers that had
to perform a FIB update that lasted approximately 120 msec.
The other components of the convergence are the 200 msec
to compute the SPT and rSPT, and the delays of the links on
which the completion messages were sent. Compared to [5]
the convergence time is in the worst-case 400 msec longer
than the convergence time when loops are not avoided.

To conclude, this analysis shows that a sub-second con-
vergence is feasible even if a loop avoidance mechanism is
used. The increase in the convergence time compared to the
convergence time without the loop avoidance mechanism is
small. With the solution operators could shut down links in
their topology without loosing packets, by letting the network
adapt to the change and stop using the link within one second,
so that the use of the mechanism would not be a constraint
for the operators.

In order to reduce the delaying of the FIB Updates as much
as possible, we combined the proposed solution with a tech-
nique that lets a router find if its new nexthop for a destination
already provides a loop-free path. So that, in some cases,
routers can safely update their FIB for the destination without
respecting the ordering. In the next section, we will briefly
explain this technique, and we will evaluate the provided gain
in the convergence time.
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VII. R ANKING SHORTCUTS

As explained in the previous section, the motivation for
shortcuts is to reduce as much as possible the delaying of
the FIB updates, which is the interval between the moment at
which a router is ready to update its FIB for a destination by
using the nexthops corresponding to the new shortest paths
through the network, and the moment at which the router
actually does it.

In this section, we will show that a router applying the
proposed ordering scheme will implicitely compute a sufficient
information to decide wether it can shortcut the scheme and
perform its FIB update directly, while preserving the transient
forwarding consistency accross the network.

The decision to use this optimization is local to the router,
i.e., each router can independently decide to apply the shortcut
or not.

In the case of a linkX → Y down or metric increase
event, a routerR computesrSPT (X → Y ). From this tree,
R obtains the set of routers that are usingR to reachY via
X → Y .

By doing this,R also computes the set of unaffected routers,
i.e., the routers that do not use the linkX → Y at all. These
are the routers inrSPT (Y ) that do not have a path towardsY
that containsX → Y . Routers that are belowX → Y can be
marked during the computation of the rSPT, so that, at the end
of the computation, a routerN that is not marked is known
to be an unaffected router, so thatX → Y /∈ SPT (N).

The shortest paths from this router to the destinations thatR
will have to reroute will not change, so that if the new nexthops
of R for one destination belong to this set of unaffected
routers,R is allowed to directly reroute the destination towards
these new nexthops by disregarding its rank or the state of its
Waiting List.

Several implementations of this shortcut are possible.
Firstly, one router can decide to perform a full FIB update by
shortcutting its rank if all the new nexthops to which it will
reroute packets are unaffected routers. Secondly, a routercan
decide, destination per destination, if the set of new nexthops
for one destination only contains unaffected routers. When
this is done, the router is allowed to update its FIB for those
destinations directly, and perform a second FIB update with
the remaining destinations by respecting its rank or when its
Waiting List becomes empty.

The first solution is the simplest, and preserves the property
that routers update their FIB in one shot in the case of a
single link event. The second solution is more complex, but
this shortcut will be applicable more often.

To evaluate the gain of such shortcuts, we performed the
same analysis as presented in Section VI, by considering
the first shortcut solution. More precisely, when the Hold
Down Timer expires in a router which is allowed to apply
the shortcut, the router performs its FIB update directly. Note
that this router will not send its completion message beforeits
Waiting List is empty, in order not to change the meaning of a
completion message. But, when a router has already performed
its FIB update when its Waiting List becomes empty, it is
allowed to send its own completion message directly.

In Geant, the gain was negligible. This can be explained by
the fact that a small amount of prefixes are advertised in Geant,
so that the FIB update time component is negligible compared
to the Hold Down time, and the sending of completion
messages through the network.
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Fig. 8: Convergence times in a Tier-1 ISP

In the tier-1 ISP, the gain of the shortcut is more percep-
tible, because many prefixes are advertised in the network,
and in many link maintenance cases, the rerouting routers
were allowed to do the shortcut. For example, in the worst-
case convergence time of 861 msec without shortcuts, the
convergence time with shortcuts is 736 msec. In fact, some
of the routers that were contributing to this long convergence
time could safely perform their FIB updates in parallel.

We analyzed the coverage of both shortcut mechanisms, and
found out that in the Tier-1 ISP, 54 % of the FIB updates
that had to be performed by routers during the analysis could
be shortcut with the first solution. With the second shortcut
solution, 69 % of the FIB updates could be shortcut for at
least one prefix. The second shortcut solution does not provide
a significative gain in coverage. As the goal of the scheme
was to permit an ordered convergence where, in the case of
a single link event, all the prefixes can be updated in one
shot, we think that the first solution is to be preferred over
the second. As the application of any shortcut solution can
be decided independently by each router of the network, the
choice of applying one method or another or not applying a
shortcut at all can be made according to the software design
and performance of each router of the network.

VIII. R ELATED WORK

The problem of avoiding transient loops during IGP con-
vergence has rarely been studied in the literature although
many authors have proposed solutions to provide loop-free
routing. An existing approach to loop-free rerouting in a link-
state IGP [31] requires that the rerouting routers take care
of routing consistency for each of their compromised desti-
nations, separately. In fact, those mechanisms were inspired
by distance-vector protocols providing a transiently loop-free
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convergence [32]. With this kind of approach, a router should
ask and wait clearance from its neighbors for each destination
for which it has to reroute. This implies a potentially large
number of message exchanged between routers, when many
destinations are impacted by the failure. Every time a router
receives clearance from its neighbors for a given destination, it
can only update forwarding information for this particularone.
This solution would not fit well in a Tier-1 ISP topology where
many destinations can be impacted by a single topological
change. Indeed, in such networks, it is common to have a few
thousands of prefixes advertised in the IGP [5]. Note that those
solutions do not consider the problem of traffic loss in the case
of a planned link shutdown.

In [33], a new type of routing protocol allowing to improve
the resilience of IP networks was proposed. This solution
imposes some restrictions on the network topology and ex-
pensive computations on the routers. Moreover, they do not
address the transient issues that occur during the convergence
of their routing protocol. In [34], extensions to link-state
routing protocols are proposed to distribute link state packets
to a subset of the routers after a failure. This fastens the IGP
convergence, but does not solve the transient routing problems
and may cause suboptimal routing.

In [10], transient loops are avoided when possible by using
distinct FIB states in each interface of the routers. Upon a link
failure, the network does not converge to the shortest paths
based on the new topology. Indeed, the failure is not reported.
Instead, the routers adjacent to the failed link forward packets
along alternate links, and other routers are prepared to forward
packets arriving from an unusual interface in a consistent
fashion towards the destination. As such, the solution is a
Fast Reroute technique. Our solution is orthogonal to [10] as
our goal is to let the network actually converge to its optimal
forwarding state by avoiding transient forwarding loops when
a Fast Reroute mechanism has been activated, or when the
failure is planned.

In [11], transient loops are avoided by selectively discarding
the packets that are caught in a loop, during a fast convergence
phase following an unplanned event. The idea is to also to
use distinct FIB states in each interface of the routers, andlet
routers drop packets when they would be caught in a loop.
Care has been taken to avoid dropping a packet arriving from
an unusual interface if the router cannot ensure that the packet
is actually caught in a loop. Once again, our goals differ as
we focus on transient loops occuring during the convergence
from an initial forwarding state to the optimal forwarding state
based on the new topology.

In [35], we propose an alternative approach to avoid
transient loops in the case of maintenance operations. The
technique uses progressive reconfigurations of the metric of
the link whose state is modified, ensuring that each step of
the process provides a loopfree convergence. The advantage
of this technique is that it does not require modifications to
IS-IS or OSPF in order to be deployed, as modifying the
metric of a link is already doable. On the other hand, if the
number of intermediate metrics required to achieve a loopfree
convergence is large, the convergence time can become long
compared to the technique proposed in this paper.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have first described the various types of
topology changes that can occur in large IP networks. Recent
measurements indicate that many of those changes are non-
urgent. When such a non-urgent change occurs, the FIB of
all routers must be updated. Unfortunately, those updates may
cause transient routing loops and each loop may cause packet
losses or delays. Large ISPs require solutions to avoid transient
loops after those non-urgent events.

The first important contribution of this paper is that we have
proved that it is possible to define an ordering on the updates
of the FIBs that protects the network from transient loops.
We have proposed an ordering applicable for the failures of
protected links and the increase of a link metric and another
ordering for the establishment of a new link or the decrease of
a link metric. We also proposed orderings that are applicable
in the case of a non-urgent router down or up event, as well as
line card events. Then, we generalized the scheme to events
affecting any kind of sets of links in the network. Next, we
presented optimizations to the scheme that allow routers to
update their FIB by disregarding the proposed ordering when
it is proved not to lead to forwarding loops.

Finally, we have shown by simulations that our loop-
free extension to currently deployed link-state protocolscan
achieve sub-second convergence in a large Tier-1 ISP.
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